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Breaking of rotational symmetry in a swirling jet experiment
Thomas Loiseleuxa) and Jean-Marc Chomaz
Laboratoire d’Hydrodynamique (LadHyX), CNRS-E´ cole Polytechnique, 91128 Palaiseau Cedex, France
~Received 5 August 2002; accepted 6 November 2002; published 8 January 2003!
In this experimental investigation, the dynamics of symmetry-breaking instabilities in swirling jets
is analyzed for swirl parameters S in the pre-breakdown range 0<S<Sc , where Sc51.3 is the
critical swirl value for the appearance of vortex breakdown determined by Billant, Chomaz, and
Huerre @J. Fluid Mech. 376, 183 ~1998!#. As S is increased, three distinct dynamical regimes have
been identified in the streamwise region extending to the end of the potential core. In the low swirl
range S,0.6, the evolution is governed by the same instability mechanisms as in a nonswirling jet.
The shear in axial direction generates axisymmetric vortex rings at a Strouhal number independent
of the swirl S. As S increases, the amplitude of the axisymmetric mode decreases in magnitude.
Concurrently, co-rotating streamwise vortices form in the braids connecting the rings due to a
secondary instability mechanism. The advection by the mean rotation of these secondary structures
generates an azimuthal wave propagating cyclonically when compared to the imposed rotation, at a
phase velocity proportional to swirl. When swirl reaches the transitional swirl level S;0.6, no
azimuthal or standing wave is observed, and the swirling jet is completely dominated by the
development of the axisymmetric mode into ring vortices. In the intermediate swirl range 0.6,S
<1, vortex rings form concurrently with several interacting helical cyclonic waves of azimuthal
wave number 2. The mean phase velocity of the resulting propagating wave increases at a constant
rate with swirl, and much more rapidly than in the low swirl regime. In this swirl range, azimuthal
and axisymmetric deformations are of comparable high levels. In the high swirl range 1,S
,1.3, another step toward complexity is reached, and there is a strong interaction between the
azimuthal waves and the ringlike structures. The most striking feature of this flow regime is the
emergence of a bending mode m51 propagating with a high negative phase velocity. © 2003
American Institute of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1533068#
I. INTRODUCTION
The objective of the present experimental study is to
describe and analyze the dynamics of instability waves in a
hydraulic jet as swirl is gradually increased up to the critical
value for the onset of vortex breakdown.
In nonswirling jets, the development of instability waves
is known to account for the flow dynamics: in a large Rey-
nolds number range, jets are dominated by ringlike vortical
structures induced by the primary Kelvin–Helmholtz shear
instability. A secondary three-dimensional instability breaks
the rotational symmetry of the vortex rings and leads to the
formation of streamwise counter-rotating vortex pairs in the
braids. The mechanism responsible for the generation of
these secondary structures has been shown by Neu1 and Lin
and Corcos2 to involve an instability of the vortex sheet in
the braid region, resulting in the collapse of the braid vortic-
ity into streamwise vortices. These vortices appear in cross-
sectional images as mushroom-shaped structures surrounding
the jet, or as azimuthal deformations at the early stage of
their development.
The effect of rotation on the development of the primary
instability has been well documented by numerous theoreti-
cal investigations that are summarized below. Interest in co-
lumnar vortex dynamics has first led to the establishment of
criteria for instability. The studies of Rayleigh3 and Synge4
have concluded that a necessary and sufficient condition for
centrifugal instability of the axisymmetric mode m50 is
given by
d
dr ~rW !
2
,0, ~1!
where r is the radial distance to the vortex axis and W(r) the
azimuthal velocity distribution in the radial direction. In
other words, this criterion means that a vortex is unstable
with respect to axisymmetric perturbations if and only if the
circulation decreases as the radial distance increases. Howard
and Gupta5 have generalized this criterion to columnar vor-
tices with axial flow U(r) and obtained the following neces-
sary condition for the instability of the axisymmetric mode
m50:
d
dr ~rW !
2
,
1
4 r
3S dUdr D
2
. ~2!
Leibovich and Stewartson6 later proved that a sufficient con-
dition for instability with respect to helical perturbations m
Þ0 is given by
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d
dr S Wr D F ddr S Wr D ddr ~Wr !1S dUdr D
2G,0. ~3!
A different theoretical approach has consisted in directly
determining the eigenmodes of a columnar vortex of azi-
muthal velocity W(r) with axial flow U(r). Lessen, Singh,
and Paillet7 have studied the temporal inviscid linear stability
of the ‘‘Batchelor vortex,’’ with respect to helical perturba-
tions of the form e i(kx1mu2vt), as the swirl parameter S that
compares the relative intensities of the azimuthal and axial
velocities of the vortex core is gradually increased. The main
conclusion of their study lies in the distinction between the
behavior of the positive and negative helical modes m. With-
out swirl, the only unstable modes are umu51. When swirl is
increased, the m511 mode is rapidly damped, whereas its
negative counterpart m521 is amplified, and all the nega-
tive helical modes m<22 are destabilized. Maximum
growth rates v i
max(m;S) increase continuously with the azi-
muthal wave number modulus umu and maximum amplifica-
tion occurs for S;0.85. For swirl levels higher than 0.85, the
instability modes experience gradually decreasing growth
rates and they become all damped for S>1.5. Analogous
viscous studies by Lessen and Paillet,8 Khorrami,9 and
Mayer and Powell10 have revealed the existence of distinct
families of purely viscous modes, with growth rates much
weaker than their inviscid counterparts. It is worth noting
that this vortex model does not exhibit any instability of the
axisymmetric mode m50, even without swirl. This feature
suggests that the Batchelor vortex is in a sense inadequate: it
does not properly reproduce the strong shear in axial direc-
tion observed in jet or swirling jet experiments ~Panda and
McLaughlin,11 Billant, Chomaz, and Huerre12!.
Recently, Loiseleux, Chomaz, and Huerre13 analyzed the
inviscid linear instability properties of a Rankine vortex with
axial plug flow velocity. In contrast with the previous model,
the axisymmetric mode m50 is unstable. The effect of in-
creasing swirl on m50 is to lower the amplification rate
v i(0;S) for all axial wave numbers k. Without swirl, all
helical wave numbers umuÞ0 are also unstable. The intro-
duction of swirl breaks the rotational symmetry and leads to
distinct temporal instability properties for helical modes 1m
and 2m: swirl leads to larger growth rates for negative he-
lical modes than for their positive counterparts. For low axial
wave numbers k, small amounts of swirl lead to the wide-
spread occurrence of direct resonances between the unstable
Kelvin–Helmholtz wave induced by the shear and the count-
able infinity of neutrally stable inertial waves generated by
the solid body rotation. This feature results in the appearance
of infinitely many bubbles of instability separated by neu-
trally stable wave number bands. The growth rate envelope
decreases continuously with increasing swirl and neutrally
stable bands vanish beyond a critical swirl value. For high
axial wave numbers k, low swirl levels are destabilizing and
large ones are stabilizing for negative helical modes (m
,0). For positive helical modes (m.0), increasing swirl is
always stabilizing. At low axial wave numbers k, m50 is the
most unstable mode and umu5` the least unstable, whereas
at high wave numbers, the growth rate v i(m;S) decreases
continuously with m: m52` is then the most unstable
mode. Note that high wave numbers always remain unstable
due to the infinitely thin shear layer thickness of the axial
velocity profile. This feature is a strong limitation of this
idealized model.
Both, the ‘‘Batchelor vortex’’ and the ‘‘Rankine vortex’’
models are centrifugally stable, and they fail in reproducing
the rapid decrease of circulation away from the vortex axis
experimentally observed in swirling jets. Martin and
Meiburg14 have determined the inviscid linear instability
properties of a family of swirling jet shear layers consisting
of a straight vortex filament of circulation Gc surrounded by
a cylindrical vortex sheet of strength Gc2G` , where G` is
the external circulation. A plug flow axial jet velocity profile
is added to this purely swirling cylindrical vortex sheet. For
centrifugally stable flows (Gc2G`,0), the instability is of
Kelvin–Helmholtz type, feeding on both azimuthal and axial
vorticity, and negative helical waves (m,0) are the most
unstable. When the flow is centrifugally unstable (Gc2G`
.0), the most unstable modes consist of positive helical
modes (m.0). A straightforward application of the explicit
dispersion relation given by Martin and Meiburg reveals that
centrifugally stable situations lower the amplification rate of
all helical and axisymmetric modes at all axial wave num-
bers, and that centrifugally unstable situations amplifies all m
at all k.
The first experimental observations of instability modes
in a vortex with axial flow have been conducted by Singh
and Uberoi.15 These authors studied the tip vortex of a lami-
nar flow wing and found the existence of an axisymmetric
mode m50 and of a bending mode umu51 of instability. A
more recent study by Panda and McLaughlin11 was aimed at
understanding the development of Kelvin–Helmholtz insta-
bility waves and of the resulting organized structures in a
free swirling air jet for Reynolds numbers in the range
20 000<Re<60 000. High swirl levels preceding breakdown
were investigated. According to their observations, a further
increase in swirl produced a highly turbulent jet due to the
appearance of vortex breakdown. In these experiments, the
azimuthal velocity component behaved as in a solid body
rotation near the jet centerline. Away from the centerline, the
azimuthal velocity radial distribution was similar to a poten-
tial vortex. An acoustic forcing system was arranged circum-
ferentially around the jet exit, consisting of four large acous-
tic speakers. Various phase combinations between speakers
were possible and different instability modes could be ex-
cited. In the absence of forcing, velocity spectra in the shear
layer at different streamwise stations did not show significant
streamwise growth, in contrast with the observations made in
a nonswirling jet. However, acoustic excitation successfully
produced regular organized structures of both axisymmetric
(m50) and helical (m511 and m521) modes. It was
concluded that swirl had a softening effect on the amplifica-
tion of unstable modes.
The lack of experimental results has not so far led to
many numerical studies. However, the investigations of Mar-
tin and Meiburg16 give interesting insights on the effect of
swirl on jets. The model is the same as in Martin and
Meiburg:14 as previously stated, it consists of a straight vor-
tex filament of circulation Gc surrounded by a cylindrical
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vortex sheet of strength G` , superimposed on a plug flow
axial velocity profile. The external circulation G` is chosen
to be zero. This simple velocity distribution enables to study
the nonlinear interaction and competition of the various in-
stability mechanisms involved, namely the shear in axial di-
rection, the shear in azimuthal direction, and the centrifugal
instability, by means of a fully nonlinear numerical scheme
based on the vortex filament technique. Without axial veloc-
ity component, Caflisch, Li, and Shelley17 have observed the
formation of pairs of counter-rotating vortex rings of equal
strength, characteristic of the centrifugal instability. With
large swirl, the jet evolves similarly when subjected to axi-
symmetric forcing, but the Kelvin–Helmholtz instability of
the axial flow amplifies one vortex ring at the expense of the
other. An additional azimuthal perturbation leads to the for-
mation of concentrated streamwise vortices as a result of the
Kelvin–Helmholtz instability feeding on the streamwise vor-
ticity. In contrast to nonswirling jets, the streamwise vortices
are all of the same sign. The ratio between the perturbation
amplitudes in the azimuthal and axial directions plays an
important role in the subsequent swirling jet development.
When the ratio is small, the centrifugal instability induces
the formation of counter-rotating vortex rings, before con-
centrated streamwise vortices can emerge in the braid region.
For higher amplitude ratios, streamwise vortices grow rap-
idly between the like-signed Kelvin–Helmholtz vortex rings
and counter-rotating vortex rings are inhibited. For even
higher ratios, co-rotating streamwise vortices grow rapidly
and no vortex rings develop in the flow.
All the above considerations, whether theoretical, nu-
merical or experimental, pertain to swirling jets below the
critical swirl value Sc51.3 signaling the onset of vortex
breakdown, as determined by Billant, Chomaz, and Huerre.12
The present study is precisely restricted to this pre-vortex
breakdown range 0<S<Sc . It should be viewed as a
complement to the investigation in Ref. 12 which was, for
the most part, devoted to the description of the various
breakdown states observed above Sc51.3. Note that accord-
ing to Ref. 12, Sc is independent of the Reynolds number in
the range 300<Re<1200. The experimental set-up and pro-
cedure are outlined in Sec. II. Quantitative measurements
presented in Sec. III lead to distinguish three different flow
regimes as swirl S is increased from zero to the critical value
Sc . Section IV is devoted to a qualitative description of the
different flow regimes previously identified. The main con-
clusions are summarized in Sec. V.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND PROCEDURE
The experimental setup consists of a vertical water jet
discharging into a large water tank as sketched in Fig. 1. The
jet axial velocity is generated by the hydrostatic pressure
difference between two constant head reservoirs. A swirl ve-
locity component is imparted to the jet by means of a motor
and two concentric cylinders in the following way ~see Fig.
1!: the outer cylinder is fixed and the inner cylinder is set
into rotational motion by a motor, and connected to the outer
cylinder by a bearing track. The rotation rate of the motor is
maintained constant by means of a servo-control. An over-
flow tank and a pump close the water circuit. The flow rate is
controlled by a valve and monitored with a flowmeter lo-
cated on the exit pipe at the bottom of the tank. A filter on the
exit pipe of the pump cleans the water from any impurities.
The liquid is supplied from the upper reservoir to the outer
cylinder through four pipes symmetrically placed on its top
surface. Water is then fed to the inner cylinder through a
network of holes regularly arranged on its upper part. The
flow is kept laminar by inserting an 18 cm long honeycomb
into the inner cylinder. The jet ends into a smooth converging
nozzle attached to the outer cylinder and mounted on top of
a large transparent tank of 120340340 cm3 square cross
section ~Fig. 1!. The converging nozzle is designed accord-
ing to the optimum method ~Mikhail18! in order to avoid flow
separation. The exit diameter of the contraction zone is D
52R540 mm, with an area contraction ratio of 21.4:1 and a
length-to-width ratio of 1.05. It should be emphasized that
the relative large size of the test tank minimizes the effect of
confinement: measured recirculation currents were found by
Billant, Chomaz, and Huerre12 to be negligible. To further
ensure quiescent flow conditions, a honeycomb is placed at
the bottom of the tank, upstream of the exit pipe ~Fig. 1!, in
order to avoid any whirlpool to occur. Regular tap water is
used but it is stocked in the same room several days ahead of
time in order to eliminate air bubbles and to reach ambient
temperature.
Throughout the study, a cylindrical coordinate system is
used whereby r, x, and u respectively refer to the radial,
streamwise and azimuthal directions. Associated velocity
components are denoted Ur(r ,x), Ux(r ,x), and Uu(r ,x). As
in Billant et al.,12 the flow is controlled by two nondimen-
sional parameters, the swirl and the Reynolds number. The
swirl S compares the relative intensities of the solid body
rotation and the axial velocity. It is defined as
FIG. 1. Sketch of experimental apparatus.
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S5
2Uu~R/2,x0!
Ux~0,x0!
, ~4!
where the reference streamwise station x0526 mm is the
shortest axial distance from the nozzle exit at which mea-
surements are possible. This definition is motivated by the
fact that the angular velocity of the vortex core is approxi-
mately equal to V5Uu(R/2,x0)/(R/2) so that effectively
S;
VR
Ux~0,x0!
. ~5!
The Reynolds number is defined as
Re5
Ux
S50~0,x0!D
n
, ~6!
where Ux
S50(r ,x) denotes the axial velocity distribution in
the absence of swirl and n the kinematic viscosity. Two Rey-
nolds numbers have been investigated: Re5740 and Re
51490.
The axial and azimuthal velocity distributions Ux(r ,x)
and Uu(r ,x) appearing in definitions ~4! and ~6! have been
measured by laser Doppler anemometry. Details of the tech-
nique and typical velocity profiles for different swirl and
Reynolds numbers may be found in Billant et al.12 Velocity
profiles evolve smoothly when the control parameters are
varied as shown in their Figs. 4 and 5.
In most cases, it has been found that very accurate val-
ues of the swirl parameter S may be obtained without mea-
suring the axial and azimuthal velocities at each Reynolds
number and swirl as implied by definition ~4!. The procedure
effectively used consists in exploiting the swirl law S(v)
5a(12exp bv) ~determined by Billant et al.12! between S
and the motor angular velocity v, where the parameters a
and b are experimentally determined constants. In contrast
with Billant et al.,12 the constants a and b are in the present
case fitted by relying on the inviscid analytical model of
Batchelor19 for the effect of a decreasing cross-section on a
tube of fluid with uniform angular and axial velocity far
upstream. The model provides analytical expressions for the
velocities Uu(R/2,x0) and Ux(0,x0) appearing in Eq. ~4! as a
function of the motor velocity v and flow rate. It is found
that the predicted values of S are extremely close to the di-
rectly measured counterparts for low S. Furthermore, it is
experimentally known ~Billant et al.12! that breakdown al-
ways takes place at S51.3, independently of the Reynolds
number. The analytical predictions at low S, in conjunction
with the breakdown point at S51.3 are then invoked to de-
termine the fitting constants a and b in the swirl law S(v).
Note that this procedure does not require detailed velocity
measurements at each Reynolds number.
The homogeneity of water temperature in the whole cir-
cuit was carefully monitored: maximum temperature differ-
ences were kept below 0.04 °C, in order to avoid any buoy-
ancy effects. Very low temperature gradients are known to
drastically affect the behavior of the jet when it becomes
lighter than the surrounding water ~Billant et al.12!. Let Ri
5(r02r` /r`)@gD/UxS50(0,x0)2# denote the Richardson
number based on the relative density difference (r0
2r`)/r` between the jet and the ambient medium. For values
as low as Ri526.4531023, corresponding to a jet velocity
Ux
S50(0,x0)53.72 cm/s, and temperatures T0522.1 °C, T`
522.0 °C, the jet loses its axisymmetry at about three diam-
eters downstream of the nozzle exit. The helical mode m
51 is observed to become dominant instead of the axisym-
metric mode m50 and the three-dimensional secondary in-
stability is found to be inhibited. This feature has not been
systematically investigated in the context of the present
study.
The flow is visualized by the laser induced fluorescence
technique ~LIF!. Fluorescein dye is introduced in each of the
four exit pipes of the upper constant head reservoir ~Fig. 1!.
The light source consists of a 1 W argon laser. The light
sheet produced by a cylindrical lens is shined in a horizontal
plane perpendicular to the axis of the main jet. A black and
white 7403480 pixels CCD camera views the light sheet
from below at an angle of about 30°. In order to compensate
for parallax effects, the center C and observed aspect ratio of
the nozzle exit section are determined by image processing
with the NIH Image software.20 The camera and the laser are
mounted on a vertical traversing mechanism, thereby allow-
ing visualizations at different streamwise distances X5x/D
from the nozzle exit.
The development of the streamwise and azimuthal defor-
mations is documented by following the temporal evolution
of the jet radius distribution r(t ,a;X) with azimuthal angle
a, at different streamwise stations X. It should be pointed out
that the visualization technique used in this study is not a
simple pathline tracking since the dyed passive tracer is cor-
related to the vorticity. Indeed, at the nozzle exit, the inter-
face between dyed and clear water marks a vorticity surface.
If viscosity is neglected, this surface deforms as a material
surface according to Helmholtz theorem. As a consequence,
the dyed interface visualizes the vorticity, its evolution and
its roll-up. The azimuthal distributions r(t ,a;X) are obtained
from cross-sectional images such as those displayed in Fig.
2. The radius is defined as the distance between the center C
and the jet interface delimited by the fluorescein-saturated
region ~clear area of Fig. 2!. The interface location is pre-
cisely determined as the point of maximum gradient in gray
FIG. 2. LIF cross-sectional image of the jet at X53 in the unforced case in
the ring ~a! and in the braid ~b!, for Re51490.
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level intensity. Typical spatio-temporal a2t diagrams are
then constructed as in Fig. 3, where time is increasing down-
ward and the horizontal axis is the azimuthal angle a. The
angle a is taken to be positive in the cyclonic direction with
respect to the jet rotation. Gray levels correspond to different
radii, the lighter shades being associated with smaller radii. A
typical sampling interval is Dt50.16 s. Two sets of patterns
are clearly identifiable: axisymmetric deformations appear as
horizontal stripes, while inclined stripes represent travelling
azimuthal deformations. The dominant azimuthal wave num-
bers and associated phase velocities are easily obtained by
performing two-dimensional fast Fourier transforms of such
diagrams. We should here emphasize that, in stability theory,
the sign of m refers to the winding of the three-dimensional
helix and, the sign of the azimuthal phase velocity is defined
by v/m where both v and m may be positive or negative. In
the present study, we do not have access to the axial coher-
ence of the instability mode and, consequently, the azimuthal
wave number m remains unsigned. The flow visualization
gives the time evolution of the mode in a single transversal
plane and we directly measure the azimuthal phase velocity
which is positive if the structure rotates cyclonically with
respect to the base flow and negative when it rotates anticy-
clonically. For the axisymmetric mode m50, the associated
passage frequency f l of the ring vortices is determined by
counting the number of horizontal stripes. However, when
roll-up is too intense, this method is no longer suitable, and a
more reliable way consists in following the temporal evolu-
tion of the jet diameter at different streamwise stations. A
new spatio-temporal diagram is then constructed as in Fig. 4.
Such a representation is generated by recording the time
variations of a fixed radial line going through the jet center C
at a 0.04 s sampling rate. Note the pairing event over the first
few cycles.
The a2t spatio-temporal diagram in Fig. 3, may be ex-
ploited to yield detailed quantitative measures of the pertur-
bation levels. The amplitude of the axisymmetric mode is
determined from the standard deviation formula
A~X;S !5)
A^r~ t ,a;X !2&2^r~ t ,a;X !&2
D/2 ~7!
and the amplitude of the azimuthal deformations is corre-
spondingly given by
a~X;S !5)
^Ar~ t ,a;X !22r~ t ,a;X !2&
D/2
, ~8!
where ^•& denotes the time average, and a bar the azimuthal
average over 0<a,2p .
The accuracy of the method for the azimuthal deforma-
tions has been assessed by applying it to the streamwise sta-
tion X50.75 of the unforced jet interface at Re5425. Under
these conditions, azimuthal deformations are invisible to the
naked eye and the jet is perfectly axisymmetric. The proce-
dure then yields the estimate a;0.013 for azimuthal ampli-
tudes and this value corresponds to the minimum threshold
of detection.
III. QUANTITATIVE EVOLUTION WITH SWIRL
The objective of the section is to document the effet of
swirl on the dynamics of unforced jets in the range 0<S
<1.3. In the entire range, the axisymmetric mode m50 as-
sociated with the formation of vortex rings is prominent. The
downstream evolution of the corresponding local Strouhal
number St l(X)5 f lD/UxS50(0,x0) is illustrated in Fig. 5 for
Re51490 and various swirl parameter values S. Note that the
reference velocity is taken to be the axial velocity
Ux
S50(0,x0) in the absence of swirl. Without swirl, random
pairing events along the jet axis classically lead to a continu-
FIG. 3. Spatio-temporal a2t diagram for a swirling jet at X51, Re
51490, and S50.38. The sampling rate is Dt50.16 s. The total recording
time is T540.8 s. FIG. 4. Temporal evolution of jet diameter at X53 and Re51490. The
sampling rate is Dt50.08 s. The total recording time is T519 s.
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ous decrease in St l down to the preferred jet value close to
0.4 at X;6, at the end of the potential core ~Ho and
Huerre21!. With swirl, the flow is still dominated by vortex
rings and the same general trend is observed as shown in Fig.
5. Surprisingly, swirl does not seem to significantly affect the
value of the frequency associated with the axisymmetric
mode m50.
There are, however, noticeable differences that are not
clearly apparent in Fig. 5. Let Lp denote the length of the
potential core scaled with respect to D. In the present context
Lp is operationally defined as the minimum axial distance X
over which spatio-temporal r2t diagrams of the type illus-
trated in Fig. 4 first exhibit pinching of the fluorescein dyed
central vertical band. Variations of Lp with swirl S are dis-
played in Fig. 6. For solid circles, there is no pinching,
whereas, for open circles, pinching takes place. The potential
core length Lp lies somewhere in between. Two distinct re-
gimes are clearly identifiable: when S,0.6, the potential
core length Lp remains approximately equal to its zero-swirl
value 5.5,Lp,6. When S>0.6, Lp gradually decreases
down to the value 2.5–3 for S51.26. The pronounced de-
crease of Lp with S accounts for the lack of Strouhal number
data for X.Lp at the larger swirl settings in Fig. 5.
The respective amplitude A(X;S) and a(X;S) of the axi-
symmetric and azimuthal deformations defined in Eqs. ~7!
and ~8! are represented in Fig. 7 as a function of swirl S at
the axial station X51. Three different regimes may be dis-
tinguished: in the first range S,0.6, axisymmetric deforma-
tions A(1;S) are gradually lowered as swirl increases, except
for very low S as discussed below. The decreasing trend is in
qualitative agreement with linear temporal instability analy-
sis that predicts a decreasing growth rate of the axisymmetric
mode with swirl ~see Fig. 5 of Loiseleux, Chomaz, and
Huerre13!. Note, however, the abrupt increase of A(1;S) be-
tween S50 and S50.13 suggesting that vortex ring forma-
tion in jets is greatly enhanced by a minute amount of swirl.
This result contradicts linear instability theory but it is con-
sistent with the observations made by Northam at NASA
Langley Research Center as reported by Khorrami:22 these
authors find that the addition of low amounts of swirl to a
generic combustor flowfield increases the entrainment rate of
shear layers. In the same range of swirl, the amplitude
a(1;S) of the azimuthal deformations increases continuously
until it reaches a value close to the amplitude A(1;S) of the
axisymmetric deformations. As S increases from 0.49 to
0.59, a(1;S) decreases abruptly to a small value comparable
to the amplitude a(1;0), and hardly larger than the detection
threshold 0.013.
In the second range 0.6,S<1, axisymmetric and azi-
muthal deformations increase significantly towards relatively
high constant levels. The amplitude a(1;S) for azimuthal
deformations is larger than A(1;S) for the axisymmetric
mode.
In the last range 1,S,Sc51.3, the amplitudes A(1;S)
and a(1;S) increase rapidly. At the highest swirl value S
51.26 considered in Fig. 7, strong azimuthal roll-up takes
place at X51 ~see discussion of Sec. IV D! and the measure-
ment procedure for a and A described in Sec. II is no longer
applicable. To offset this lack of data, the known values for
A(0.75;1.25) and a(0.75;1.25) were extrapolated to the
streamwise station X51 by making use of the spatial growth
rate prevailing at the lower swirl value S51.15.
FIG. 5. Re51490. Spatial evolution of the local Strouhal number St l for
S50, 0.13, 0.26, 0.38, 0.49, 0.59, 0.69, 0.86, 0.94, 1.01, and 1.15.
FIG. 6. Evolution of the potential core length Lp with increasing swirl at
Re51490. Solid circles represent the maximum axial distance X where no
pinching, as defined in the text, takes place. Open circles represent the
minimum axial distance X where pinching takes place. The potential core
length Lp lies somewhere in between.
FIG. 7. Amplitudes of the axisymmetric ~d! and azimuthal ~s! deforma-
tions versus swirl S at Re51490 and X51.
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It should be emphasized that the previously measured
azimuthal deformation levels are associated with identifiable
travelling azimuthal waves throughout the range 0,S,1.3.
The azimuthal phase velocity vf of the dominant helical
wave of highest amplitude is documented in Fig. 8 as a func-
tion of S. The corresponding order m of the dominant azi-
muthal wave number is displayed in Fig. 9. Here again, three
distinct regimes may be distinguished. In the absence of
swirl, the jet exhibits seven stationary deformations at Re
51490. In the first range 0,S,0.6, an azimuthal wave
starts to propagate cyclonically as swirl increases from zero,
with a phase velocity that increases proportionally with
swirl. The azimuthal wave number decreases from m57 for
S50 to m54 for S50.49. As S reaches the value S50.6,
the azimuthal wave disappears. Low azimuthal deformations
are still detected ~Fig. 7! but they do not correspond to any
identifiable propagating wave. In the second range 0.6,S
<1, the phase velocity increases at a much more rapid rate
and it is no longer directly proportional to swirl. The azi-
muthal wave number remains constant and equal to m52. In
the third range 1,S,Sc51.3, a bending mode m51 is ob-
served to propagate with a high negative azimuthal phase
velocity vf . In other words, the wave travels anti-
cyclonically with respect to the imposed rotation. For S
51.15, vf522.18 rad s21, and for S51.26, vf
522.36 rad s21. These values are ten times larger than in
the first and second regimes and for clarity, they have only
been indicated by two vertical arrows in Fig. 8.
The azimuthal phase velocity vf is found to remain con-
stant with downstream distance X in the range 0<X<Lp .
The dominant wave number m exhibits only slight variations
with X and only in the first regime 0<S,0.6. For instance,
for S50.38, the dominant azimuthal wave number detected
at X51 is m56, whereas at X54 it is m55 or 6 and at X
55, it is m55.
FIG. 10. Re51490. X53. Cross-sectional images of the jet in the ring and
in the braid. ~a!–~b! S50, ~c!–~d! S50.38, ~e!–~f! S50.49.
FIG. 8. Phase velocity vf (rad s21) of propagating helical waves m versus
swirl S at Re51490 and X51. The corresponding azimuthal wave number
m is given in Fig. 9. Vertical arrows indicate large negative values as speci-
fied in the text.
FIG. 9. Dominant azimuthal wave number m versus swirl S at Re51490 and
X51.
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IV. QUALITATIVE DESCRIPTION OF FLOW REGIMES
The section is devoted to a phenomenological descrip-
tion of the three different flow regimes that have previously
been identified.
A. Low swirl regime: SË0.6
The discussion relies on cross-sectional images of the jet
at X53 ~Fig. 10! and on spatio-temporal a2t diagrams at
X51 ~Fig. 11! for various swirl parameter values.
In the non swirling jet case, cross-sectional images at
X53 @Figs. 10~a!–10~b!# reveal the existence of axisymmet-
ric ringlike structures and of azimuthal deformations both in
the ring @Fig. 10~a!# and in the braid @Fig. 10~b!# connecting
two successive rings. Rings correspond to the development
of the Kelvin–Helmholtz instability associated with the
shear in axial direction. The slight azimuthal deformations
are generated via a secondary instability mechanism as dis-
cussed in the Introduction. Further downstream, these defor-
mations develop into mature mushroomlike structures com-
posed of counter-rotating streamwise vortex pairs ~not shown
on the figure!. The corresponding a2t spatio-temporal dia-
gram at X51 is displayed in Fig. 11~a!. The set of horizontal
stripes is the imprint of the vortex ring development. The
azimuthal uniformity of this diagram indicates that no azi-
muthal deformations are present at this distance from the
nozzle exit.
In the swirling jet case, typical cross-sectional images in
the ring and in the braid regions at X53 are displayed in
Figs. 10~c!–10~d! for S50.38, and Figs. 10~e!–10~f! for S
50.49. The imposed rotation is clockwise. Corresponding
a2t spatio-temporal diagrams at X51 are documented in
Figs. 11~b!–11~c!. The principal quantitative results pre-
sented in Sec. III are fully confirmed and illustrated. Com-
parison between images at X53 without swirl @Figs. 10~a!–
10~b!# and with swirl at S50.38 @Figs. 10~c!–10~d!# and at
S50.49 @Figs. 10~e!–10~f!# indicates the following features:
in the absence of swirl seven weak azimuthal deformations
are barely identifiable, whereas for S50.38 and S50.49, re-
spectively, six and four intense azimuthally rolled-up struc-
tures are clearly visible: swirl is observed to strengthen the
development of azimuthal deformations and to cause a de-
crease in the azimuthal wave number m. The inclined stripes
in the a2t spatio-temporal diagrams of Figs. 11~b!–11~c! for
S50.38 and S50.49 demonstrate that a travelling azimuthal
wave with a very well defined wave number m and phase
velocity vf is superimposed over the horizontal set of stripes
already present without swirl @Fig. 11~a!#. The regularity of
the phase velocity is such that vf may be determined directly
by measuring the slope of the inclined stripes in the a2t
spatio-temporal diagrams. The number of stripes at a fixed
time corresponds to the order of the azimuthal mode m. Such
an azimuthal wave corresponds to the advection by the base
flow rotation of the azimuthal deformations already present
in the nonrotating case.
In the first regime S,0.6, the underlying dominant in-
FIG. 11. Re51490. X51. Spatio-
temporal a2t diagrams for ~a! S50,
~b! S50.38, ~c! S50.49. The sam-
pling rate is Dt50.16 s. The total re-
cording time is T540.8 s.
FIG. 12. Cross-sectional images of the jet in the ring ~a! and in the braid ~b!
at Re51490, X53, and S50.59. Same scale as Fig. 10.
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stability mechanisms are direct extensions of those prevail-
ing in classical nonrotating jets: the primary shear instability
induces the formation of vortex rings, while a secondary in-
stability induces azimuthal deformations that rotate propor-
tionally with swirl, as demonstrated in Fig. 8.
However, significant differences appear in the develop-
ment of the secondary instability in the presence of rotation.
As discussed in Sec. III ~Fig. 7!, azimuthal deformations are
much more intense when the jet is swirling: rotation en-
hances the concentration of braid vorticity into secondary
streamwise structures ~Fig. 10!. Another striking feature is
the asymmetry of the streamwise vortex pairs. Images of the
swirling jet for S50.38 @Figs. 10~c!–10~d!# and S50.49
@Figs. 10~e!–10~f!# reveal that the azimuthal roll-up is of one
sign, thereby indicating that streamwise vortices in the braids
are all co-rotating one with respect to the other, and anti-
cyclonically with respect to the base flow rotation. By con-
trast, in the nonswirling case, streamwise vortices are
counter-rotating pairs ~see for instance Liepmann and
Gharib23!. This result is in agreement with Martin and
Meiburg’s16 numerical simulations of a swirling jet subjected
to axisymmetric and azimuthal perturbations. For low swirl,
these authors observe the formation of vortex rings con-
nected by co-rotating anticyclonic streamwise vortices in the
braids. Similarly, when a plane mixing layer is subjected to
cross-shear by suitably tilting a tank, as in Atsavapranee and
Gharib’s24 experiments, co-rotating streamwise vortices are
observed in the braids connecting the primary spanwise roll-
ers.
B. Transitional swirl regime: SÈ0.6
When swirl reaches the value S50.6, the dynamics of
the swirling jet is radically different than in the previous
regime. Images of the swirling jet in the ring and in the braid
~Fig. 12! at X53 reveal the persistence of vortex rings with
only slight azimuthal deformations. This feature is confirmed
by the a2t spatio-temporal diagram at X51 displayed in
Fig. 13: in contrast with Figs. 11~b!–11~c! of the preceding
regime, there are no identifiable travelling azimuthal waves.
This observation is also consistent with the fact that in Fig. 7,
the azimuthal deformation amplitude at X51 drops to a low
value close to the level obtained without swirl, and barely
above the detection threshold.
C. Intermediate swirl regime: 0.6ËSÏ1
The quantitative results gathered in Figs. 7, 8, and 9
clearly suggest that distinct physical mechanisms are in-
volved in the range 0.6,S<1. Cross-sectional images of the
jet in the ring @Fig. 14~a!# and in the braid @Fig. 14~b!# reveal
that the jet becomes radially elongated into a double-helix
pattern as in the incipient vortex breakdown regime identi-
fied by Billant et al.12 Comparison with Figs. 10 and 12 in-
dicates that the jet is markedly more extended in the radial
direction at the same streamwise station. This implies that
the jet spreading rate is effectively larger than at lower swirl
levels.
In this second regime, the jet is essentially dominated by
FIG. 14. Cross-sectional images of the
jet in the ring ~a! and in the braid ~b! at
Re51490, X53, and S50.86. Same
scale as in Fig. 10.
FIG. 13. Spatio-temporal a2t diagram at Re51490, X51, and S50.59.
The sampling rate is Dt50.16 s. The total recording time is T540.8 s.
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the azimuthal mode m52. However, as illustrated by the
time sequence of Fig. 15 at X52, a mode 3 azimuthal struc-
ture appears in a transient manner during the time evolution
~see bottom frames of Fig. 15!.
The a2t spatio-temporal diagrams at X51 ~Fig. 16!
confirm the development of a double helical pattern but they
also demonstrate that the dominant azimuthal wave does not
propagate with a regular phase velocity vf , as in the low
FIG. 15. Time sequence of cross-sectional images at Re51490, X52, and
S50.86. The time step between two successive images is Dt50.48 s.
FIG. 16. Re51490, X51. Spatio-temporal a2t diagrams for ~a! S50.78
and ~b! S50.86. The sampling rate is Dt50.16 s. The total recording time
is T540.8 s.
FIG. 17. Temporal evolution of jet diameter at Re51490, S50.86, and X
53. The sampling rate is Dt50.04 s. The total recording time is T
540.8 s.
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swirl regime of Fig. 11. The intermittent appearance of a
mode m53 may also be seen at the bottom of Fig. 16~b!.
According to Fig. 14, the distinction between rings and
braids in this swirl range may seem rather artificial and prob-
lematic. This is not really the case: as seen in the spatio-
temporal r2t diagram of Fig. 17, ringlike structures may
still be identified and the braid region is by definition in-
between two consecutive rings. The large-scale temporal
modulation evident in this figure is likely to be due to the
previously identified azimuthal wave structure. The persis-
tence of the axisymmetric mode is further confirmed by the
horizontal band background present in the a2t diagram of
Fig. 16.
A detailed examination of the flow visualization pictures
in this swirl range leads to the conclusion that azimuthal
roll-up in cross-sectional views tends to appear further up-
stream than conventional axial roll-up. For instance, at S
50.86, azimuthal roll-up is already observed intermittently
at X50.875 while axial roll-up only takes place at X
51.25. The distinction between primary and secondary in-
stability mechanisms therefore appears to be of dubious rel-
evance.
D. High swirl regime: 1ËSË1.3
In this last swirl range, strong azimuthal roll-up leads to
large jet deformations close to the nozzle exit. In order to
extract useful qualitative informations, it is necessary to se-
lect cross-sectional views ~Fig. 18! and an a2t diagram ~Fig.
19! at streamwise stations further upstream than in the pre-
vious regimes. The temporal sequence of frames illustrated
in Fig. 18 leads to a somewhat surprising observation: in
contrast with the previous regimes, azimuthal deformations
become cyclonic with respect to the base flow rotation and
cyclonic azimuthal roll-up is already conspicuous at the
downstream location X50.875. Note that for lower swirl
levels, azimuthal roll-up is anticyclonic. The a2t diagram at
X50.875 in Fig. 19 indicates the preservation of underlying
ringlike structures, with the random generation of strong
transient azimuthal inhomogeneities. Clearly identifiable
traveling waves may no longer be observed.
A two-dimensional fast Fourier transform of the a2t
plot in Fig. 19 reveals two new features readily apparent in
the spectral curves of Fig. 20: the emergence of a spectral
peak at a negative frequency for the helical mode m51, and
a broadening of the spectral curves for all azimuthal wave
numbers. The appearance of the negative frequency confirms
that azimuthal deformations are travelling anticyclonically as
documented in Fig. 19.
FIG. 18. Time sequence of cross-sectional images at Re51490, X50.875,
and S51.15. The time step between two successive images is Dt50.32 s.
FIG. 19. Spatio-temporal a2t diagram at Re51490, X50.875, and S
51.15. The sampling rate is Dt50.16 s.
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V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
The quantitative and qualitative analyses of Secs. III and
IV have led us to distinguish three dynamical regimes up-
stream of the potential core apex as the swirl parameter is
increased in the pre-breakdown range 0<S<1.3. In the low
swirl regime 0,S,0.6, the axisymmetric mode m50 de-
creases in magnitude as S increases. Concurrently, a domi-
nant helical mode of gradually decreasing azimuthal wave
number ~from m57 to m54) continuously grows, its azi-
muthal cyclonic phase velocity being proportional to swirl.
Furthermore, the stationary counter-rotating streamwise vor-
tex pairs prevailing in nonswirling jets are gradually replaced
by travelling anticyclonic co-rotating streamwise vortices.
This observation is consistent with the theoretical study of
Lin and Corcos:2 a vortex layer with vorticity of one sign,
which in the present context is imposed by the base flow
rotation, generates co-rotating streamwise vortices when sub-
jected to a strain field. The classical distinction between a
primary Kelvin–Helmholtz instability leading to the forma-
tion of vortex rings and a secondary instability leading to
streamwise vortices in the braids is still pertinent.
At the transitional swirl level S;0.6, the azimuthal de-
formations are almost totally quenched and the flow, at least
in the near field, is similar to the no-swirl case.
In the intermediate swirl range 0.6,S<1, the levels of
the axisymmetric mode m50 and helical modes mÞ0 in-
crease to reach an approximately constant plateau of compa-
rable magnitude. Azimuthal deformations, which become
larger than their axisymmetric counterparts, are composed of
two traveling cyclonic waves with distinct azimuthal phase
velocities with identical azimuthal wave number m52. The
mean phase velocity increases linearly with swirl at a much
more rapid rate than in the previous regime. The shape of the
jet becomes distorted into a double-helix. It appears that the
primary/secondary instability distinction is no longer ten-
able: the shear in azimuthal direction induces azimuthal
roll-up before axial roll-up is completed, and the dynamics
seems to involve a competition between two primary insta-
bility mechanisms, respectively, associated with the axial and
azimuthal velocity distributions.
In the high swirl regime 1,S,1.3 immediately preced-
ing vortex breakdown, both axisymmetric and helical modes
resume their growth with increasing swirl. Although vortex
rings still persist, the dominant mode is m51: it propagates
anticyclonically with a large phase velocity but its appear-
ance is sporadic and localized. According to Billant et al.,12
the azimuthal velocity distribution prevailing in the rotating
jet satisfies the Rayleigh criterion of decreasing circulation
away from the jet axis. The flow is therefore potentially cen-
trifugally unstable and this mechanism may be active in con-
junction with the shear in axial and azimuthal direction in-
stability mechanisms, particularly in the intermediate and
high swirl ranges.
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